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Die Zeitung "New York Daily News" beschäftigte sich am 2. August im Editorial mit Traditionis Custodes:

"Let Loyal Catholics Pray in Latin: On the latest edict from Rome" 
by Kenneth J. Wolfe

In a stunning rebuke of his predecessors, Pope Francis recently enacted numerous new restrictions on priests 
offering the traditional Latin Mass - the centuries-old form of the Roman Catholic liturgy that was effectively 
replaced following the 1960s Second Vatican Council and subsequently revived as an option by Popes John 
Paul II and Benedict XVI.

Almost no Vatican watchers thought Francis, a long-time critic of those who attend the Latin Mass, would issue 
such a strong papal document while Benedict remains alive. After all, the 94-year-old Pope emeritus, who in 
2007 granted enormous freedom to offer the traditional Mass, still wears a white cassock and lives in the Vatican
gardens. In the last 14 years, the number of parishes with a regularly scheduled traditional Latin Mass went from
handfuls to significant numbers, with many congregations comprised of young adults and large families. You can
find some parishes, like Holy Innocents in Manhattan, that offer the old Mass almost every day.

Now, as a result of Pope Francis’ directive, current priests have to request explicit permission from their bishop 
and new priests have to get signoff from the Vatican to offer the traditional Latin Mass. Even if clearance is 
attained, the location of the Mass is in question, the result of a weird sentence in the document restricting 
“parochial churches” from hosting the old liturgy. Almost no priest I have talked with has any idea what that 
means, and bishops are currently talking among themselves to see if anyone has a clue how to deal with that 
vague clause. The new directive is silent on this point.

The sloppiness on the details is a product of what happens when a papal document is obviously written by 
Italian, liturgical amateurs with a tone of contempt toward those who offer and attend Latin Masses, rather than 
authors experienced in liturgy and current practices with respect to churches where the traditional Mass is 
offered. One example is a line mandating the respective Epistle and Gospel readings of a Mass be read in the 
vernacular. If the authors of the document had any insight as to the normative operation at Latin Mass parishes 
around the world, they would know those passages are already commonly read in the vernacular from the pulpit 
following their reading in Latin at the altar.

For now, most bishops caught off guard by this directive - even from the center-left - have extended permission 
for priests to continue the status quo of offering traditional Latin Masses as planned. One exception is the 
archbishop of Washington, D.C., who flip-flopped on offering permission for a large Mass, planned months ago 
with his consent, that would have attracted several thousand people. Still, some bishops on the center-right have
even invoked a section of Canon Law to waive their diocese from the entire directive for the good of the faithful, 
a growing trend.

What is missing from the new restrictions from Pope Francis are the two virtues he has lectured Catholics on 
since becoming Pope in 2013: mercy and charity. The irony is rich, that receiving communion has become a right
for anyone who dissents from church doctrine, while Catholics who prefer the form of the Mass that dates back 
hundreds of years may not be welcome at the church near their home.

The organization that stands to benefit the most from any diocesan prohibitions on the traditional Latin Mass is 
the Society of Saint Pius X (SSPX), a group of priests that has an irregular status with Rome since the 
vernacular liturgy was created following the Second Vatican Council. Paradoxically, Pope Francis has granted 
these Latin Mass-only priests universal permission to offer sacraments such as confession and matrimony, 
following gestures by Benedict XVI to grant them more regular relationships with the Vatican such as seminary 
visitations appointed by Church officials. Francis’ new directives attacking Latin Masses at neighborhood 
parishes will undoubtedly increase the number of Catholics leaving their local churches to attend Mass offered 
by SSPX clergy. It is unclear if the authors of the papal document gave any thought whatsoever to this outcome.

Then again, it is unclear if the authors gave much thought to anything of substance besides an obvious act of 
vengeance toward Catholics who attend the traditional Latin Mass. In fact, even leading voices from the left-wing
of the Church were surprised as to just how far the directives went. Massimo Faggioli, a Villanova University 
professor who is often quoted defending Pope Francis, reacted to the Latin Mass attack by stating, “This is more
radical than most of us expected.”

The vindictive tone from Pope Francis and its Mass confusion have caused chaos in many dioceses in the last 
several days. Don’t be surprised if more bishops look at their flock of practicing Catholics and side with them 
instead of an unnecessary act of intolerance from the Vatican.
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